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Intelligent things are widely connected in Internet of Things (IoT) to enable ubiquitous service access. This may
cause heavy service redundant. The trust-aware recommender system (TARS) is therefore proposed for IoT to help
users finding reliable services. One fundamental requirement of TARS is to efficiently find as many recommenders
as possible for the active users. To achieve this, existing approaches of TARS choose to search the entire trust
network, which have very high computational cost. Though the trust network is the scale-free network, we show
via experiments that TARS cannot find satisfactory number of recommenders by directly applying the classical
searching mechanism. In this paper, we propose an efficient searching mechanism, named S_Searching: based
on the scale-freeness of trust networks, choosing the global highest-degree nodes to construct a Skeleton, and
searching the recommenders via this Skeleton. Benefiting from the superior outdegrees of the nodes in the Skeleton,
S_Searching can find the recommenders very efficiently. Experimental results show that S_Searching can find
almost the same number of recommenders as that of conducting full search, which is much more than that of
applying the classical searching mechanism in the scale-free network, while the computational complexity and cost
is much less.
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Mehanizam pretraživanja preporučitelja za sustave sigurnih preporǔcitelja u Internetu stvari. Inteligentni
objekti su naširoko povezani u Internet stvari kako bi se omogućio sveprisutni pristup uslugama. To može imati za
posljedicu veliku redundanciju usluga. Stoga je za pronalaženje pouzdane usluge u radu predložen vjerodostojan
sustav preporǔcitelja (VSP). Temeljni zahtjev VSP-a je učinkovito pretraživanje maksimalnog mogućeg broja pre-
porǔctelja za aktivnog korisnika. Kako bi se to postiglo, postojeći pristupi VSP-a u potpunosti pretražuju sigurnu
mrežu što ima za posljedicu velike računske zahtjeve. Iako je sigurna mreža mreža bez skale, eksperimentima
je pokazano kako VSP ne može naći zadovoljavajúci broj preporǔcitelja direktnom primjenom klasičnog algo-
ritma pretraživanja. U ovom radu je predložen učinkovit algoritam pretraživanja, nazvan S_Searching: temeljen
na sigurnim mrežama bez skale koji korističvorove globalno najvéceg stupnja za izgradnju Skeleton-a i pretražuje
preporǔcitelja pomócu Skeleton-a. Iskorištavanjem nadre�enih izlaznih stupnjevǎcvorovaSkeleton-a S_Searching
može s visokom ǔcinkovitoš́cu pronáci preporǔcitelje. Eksperimentalni rezultati pokazuju kako S_Searching može
náci gotovo jednak broj preporučitelja koji bi se pronašli potpunom pretragom, što je mnogo više od onogašto se
postiže primjenom klasičnog algoritma pretrage na mreži bez skale, uz znatno smanjenje računske kompleksnosti i
zahtjeva.

Klju čne riječi: algoritam pretraživanja, sigurna mreža, sustav preporučitelja, mreže bez skale

1 INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a dynamic global net-
work infrastructure with self configuring capabilities based
on standard and interoperable communication protocols
where virtual “things” are seamlessly integrated [1-3].
The things or objects have identities, physical attributes,
and virtual personalities. They could be Radio-Frequency
Identification (RFID) tags, sensors, actuators, mobile

phones, etc [2-5]. These things are able to interact with
each other and cooperate with their neighbors to reach
common goals [4-7]. IoT greatly facilities its users by en-
abling them access services provide by various things any-
where anytime- ubiquitously.

Things are widely connected in IoT to provide various
services. It is important to help users find reliable ser-
vices. This not only helps to attract more users to IoT,
but also helps to improve the overall performances of IoT.
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The recommender system is a subclass of information fil-
tering system which can recommend services that a user
would like. However, as the most popular recommenda-
tion mechanism, collaborative filtering (CF) suffers from
the well-known data sparseness problem and the cold start
problem [8-10, 12-13]. The trust-aware recommender sys-
tem (TARS) improves CF by suggesting the worthwhile
information to the users on the basis of user trust: trust is
the measure of willingness to believe in a user based on
its competence and behavior within a specific context at a
given time [8]. Its performances are mainly measured in
two aspects: 1) the prediction accuracy and 2) the predic-
tion coverage [8]. TARS can achieve better prediction cov-
erage than CF with similar prediction accuracy, especially
when the data is sparse.

The recommender searching mechanism is a funda-
mental research issue of TARS: TARS is requested to ef-
ficiently find sufficient number of recommenders for the
active users. Recommendations, especially those who
are different from the majority, given by various recom-
menders are the most important information for TARS
to predict ratings on the target items, The system may
lose valuable information by involving only partial rec-
ommenders, so the recommender searching mechanism
should involve as many recommenders as possible for
TARS. At the same time, the efficiency of the recom-
mender searching mechanism directly affects the response
time of TARS. Since users always tend to choose the sys-
tem providing rapid personalized services, it is essentialto
reduce the computational complexity of the recommender
searching mechanism to attract more users for TARS ap-
plications. In this paper, we mainly focus on the recom-
mender searching mechanism and discuss the prediction
coverage, which can be measured by both the rating cover-
age and the recommender coverage1.

To the best of our knowledge, no existing work has sys-
tematically focused on the recommender searching mecha-
nism of TARS. Most researches [12-16, 21-25] did not pro-
vide any information how they find the recommenders. A
few other works [8-10] briefly mentioned that they search
the entire trust network to find the recommenders: since it
does not miss any node reachable by the trust propagations,
the TARS can achieve high prediction coverage. How-
ever, it is computational very expensive, especially when
the TARS has large scaled trust networks.

We propose a recommender searching mechanism for
TARS, named S_Searching, based on the scale-freeness of
the trust network, which is able to efficiently achieve high
prediction coverage for TARS. The trust network has been

1The rating coverage is the portion of items that TARS is able topre-
dict, i.e., the portion of items that the active users can get at least one
recommendation. The recommender coverage is the portion of recom-
menders that could be involved in TARS.

Fig. 1. Comparison between the structure of (a) random
network and (b) scale-free network. In the scale-free net-
work, the hubs are highlighted with black nodes

verified to be thescale-freenetwork [8-10], whose degree
distribution follows a power law, i.e.,P (κ) ∼ κ−γ , where
P (κ) is the probability that a randomly selected node has
κ connections, andγ is the power of the degree distribu-
tion [18-20]. The comparison between the structure of the
random network and the structure of the scale-free network
is given in Fig. 1. The most notable characteristic in the
scale-free network is the existence of nodes with degrees
greatly exceeds the average. These highest-degree nodes
are often called "hubs". Though the number of hubs is
limited, they dominate the connectivity of the scale-free
network. Our proposed S_Searching chooses the hubs to
construct a skeleton for the trust propagation. S_Searching
finds the recommenders for the active users via the skele-
ton: it first propagates the active users’ trusts to the skele-
ton, and then finds the recommenders via the trust propa-
gations from the skeleton. Benefiting from the superior de-
grees of the hubs in the skeleton, S_Searching can find the
recommenders efficiently. Experimental results show that
the prediction coverage by applying S_Searching is almost
the same as that of fully searching the trust network for
TARS, while the computational complexity is much less
expensive.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents the related works and the improved searching
mechanisms based on the classical searching mechanism
of the scale-free network; Section 3 gives our proposed
recommender searching mechanism in details and gives
the experimental results; Sections 4 concludes this paper
and points out the future work.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 F_Searching

Despite those who did not mention their recommender
searching mechanisms, existing models of TARS [8-10]
choose to fully search the entire trust network to find rec-
ommenders. We call this recommender searching mech-
anism F_Searching for convenience in this paper. In
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F_Searching, both the selected nodes for the trust prop-
agation and the trusted nodes are able to be the recom-
menders. TARS can achieve high prediction coverage by
using F_Searching. However, its computational complex-
ity is high [8]: O(kd), wherek is the average degree of the
trust network andd is the trust propagation distance.

2.2 C_Searching

The most classical and influential searching mecha-
nism of scale-free networks is the one proposed by Pastor-
Satorras and Vespignani [11]. We call it C_Searching in
this paper. The key idea of C_Searching is: choosing
the highest-degree node at each step of the trust propaga-
tion, and then choosing the nodes connected to the selected
node at the next step. Two examples of C_Searching are
given in Fig. 2. It has been verified that C_Searching
can achieve high coverage for most scale-free networks
[11]. Its computational complexity isO(d), whered is
the trust propagation distance. The computational com-
plexity of C_Searching is much less expensive than that of
F_Searching.

We use the system model mentioned in [8] and the pub-
lic released TARS dataset Epinions, which is available at
trustlet.org2, to compare the performances of F_Searching
and C_Searching. Epinions consists of 49288 users and
487183 trust statements. 15328 users of Epinions do not
have outdegree, which means they do not trust any other
user. It is impossible for TARS to predict ratings for them.
In addition, 1543 users consist very small sized subnet-
works (maximum size: 13, average size: 1.95). It is mean-
ingless to predict ratings for them from the statistical point
of view. We therefore focus on the other 32417 users of
Epinions dataset. There are totally 461757 trust relation-
ships between them. We call the selected data Epinions+
dataset. The indegree and outdegree distribution of the
trust networks used in Epinions and Epinions+ dataset are
given in Fig. 3: it clearly shows that both trust networks
are the scale-free networks. Since the scale of Epinions+
dataset is large, we randomly choose 50 users from Epin-
ions+ as the active users, predicting ratings for them on
706 items. The recommendations are totally from 14334
recommenders. The performances of all recommender
searching mechanisms mentioned in this paper are verified
on these data by using matlab.

The performances of C_Searching are given in Table
1. Comparing with F_Searching, it clearly shows that
C_Searching does not perform well on finding recom-
menders for TARS. This is because C_Searching has a ba-
sic assumption [11]:2 < γ < 3. Though the authors of [11]
expected that most scale-free networks fulfill this assump-
tion, we have shown in [9] that for the public released trust

2 http : //www.trustlet.org/wiki/Datasets

Table 1. Performance comparison between C_Searching
and F_Searching in TARS

Rating
Coverage

Recommender
Coverage

F_Searching 100.00% 98.14%
C_Searching 86.53% 19.51%

 

Selected node for the trust propagation Trusted node
(a)

 

Selected node for the trust propagation Trusted node
(b)

Fig. 2. Two examples of C_Searching: the highest-degree
node is chosen at each step of the trust propagation

networks,γ < 2. The experimental results shown in Fig. 3
also verified the small values ofγ in our experimental data.
Comparing the two examples given in Fig. 2, it clearly
shows that the coverage of C_Searching is strongly related
to the outdegree of the selected node at each step. Ifγ is
small, the selected highest-degree node at each step of the
trust propagation cannot cover superior number of nodes.
This leads to the limited coverage of C_Searching. More-
over, the smallerγ is, the less the coverage C_Searching
has.

2.3 Our Improvement on C_Searching

Since C_Searching is not effective in TARS, we first try
to improve it to achieve better performances. The heuristic
improvement of C_Searching is to choose more nodes at
each step of the trust propagation. We propose two search-
ing mechanisms: C+_Searching and C++_Searching. The
key idea of C+_Searching is: choosing the topN highest-
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(a)

(b)

degree nodes at each step of the trust propagation, and
then choosing the nodes connected to the selected nodes
at the next step. The key idea of C++_Searching is:
choose the topN highest-degree nodes for each selected
node at each step, and then choose the nodes connected
to the selected nodes at the next step. Examples of
C+_Searching and C++_Searching are given in Fig. 4,
in which two highest-degree nodes are selected at each
step. It clearly shows that C++_Searching can cover more
nodes than C+_Searching. The computational complex-
ity of C+_Searching isO(Nd), while the computational
complexity of C++_Searching isO(Nd), whereN is the
number of selected nodes at each step of trust propagation
andd is the trust propagation distance.

Experiments are held on the data mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.2 to verify the performances C+_Searching and
C++_Searching. The experimental results are given in Fig.
5.
Comparing with C_Searching:

1. The advantages of C+_Searching and C++_Searching
lie in

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. The indegree distribution of (a) Epinions,γ=1.53,
and (b) Epinions+,γ=1.51. The outdegree distribution of
(c) Epinions,γ=1.62, and (d) Epinions+,γ=1.71

(a) Both the rating coverage and the recom-
mender coverage are improved, especially the
recommender coverage; the prediction cover-
age of C++_Searching is better than that of
C+_Searching;

(b) Both the rating coverage and the recommender
coverage of TARS increases asN increases;

2. The limitation of C+_Searching and C++_Searching
is that they are computational more expensive.

Comparing with F_Searching:

1. The advantage of C+_Searching is that it is computa-
tional much less expensive;

2. The advantage of C++_Searching is that ifN is
smaller thank, it is computational less expensive;
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Selected node for the trust propagation Trusted node
(a)

 

Selected node for the trust propagation Trusted node
(b)

Fig. 4. An example of (a) C+_Searching, in which two
highest-degree nodes are selected at each step of the
trust propagation, and (b) C++_Searching, in which two
highest-degree nodes are selected for each selected nodes
at each step of the trust propagation

3. The limitation of C+_Searching and C++_Searching
is that their coverage, especially the recommender
coverage, is still very limited; ifN is no less than
k, the computational complexity of C++_Searching
is no less expensive than that of F_Searching.

3 OUR PROPOSAL: S_SEARCHING

We have shown in Section 2 that the searching mech-
anisms can effectively improve their performances by
choosing more nodes at each step of the trust propaga-
tion. However, their prediction coverage, especially the
recommender coverage, is still limited. This is because:
though C+_Searching and C++_Searching choose highest-
degree nodes at each step, sinceγ is small, these nodes’
outdegrees may not be very superior in terms of the en-
tire network, i.e., the number of nodes covered by these
selected nodes may be limited. This indicates that TARS
cannot achieve satisfactory prediction coverage by depend-
ing on the local highest-degree nodes at each step of the
trust propagation. We therefore propose an efficient rec-
ommender searching mechanism, named S_Searching, in
this section.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Comparison of (a) rating coverage and
(b) recommender coverage by using C++_Searching,
C+_Searching, C_Searching and F_Searching in TARS

3.1 Principal of S_Searching

Thoughγ is small, since the trust network is the scale-free
network, there always exist a number of hubs. It is more
efficient for the recommender searching mechanism to find
the recommenders by benefiting from the superior outde-
grees of these hubs. Based on the scale-freeness of the
trust network, our proposed S_Searching aims at achiev-
ing high prediction coverage for TARS. The key idea is:
instead of choosing one or more local highest-degree nodes
at each step of the trust propagation, we select a number of
hubs in the trust network to construct a skeleton, and then
choose the nodes connected to the skeleton to find the rec-
ommenders. The relationships betweenn, nS andk, kS
are:

n >> nS , (1)

k << kS , (2)
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wheren is the size of the trust network,nS is the size of
the skeleton,k is the average degree of the trust network
andkS is the average degree of the skeleton.

We regard the skeleton as one super node in
S_Searching: the node trusted by any node of the skele-
ton is regarded as the node trusted by the skeleton, and if a
node trusts any node of the skeleton, it is regarded as trust
the skeleton. To find a recommender for an active user,
S_Searching first connects the active user to the skeleton
with the shortest path of trust propagation, and then find
the recommender from the skeleton with the shortest path
of trust propagations. An example of S_Searching is given
in Fig. 6, in which the active user is connected to the skele-
ton with two hops of trust propagation and the skeleton is
connected to the recommender with one hop of the trust
propagation.

The computational complexity of S_Searching consists
of three parts: 1) connecting the active users to the skele-
ton, 2) searching inside the skeleton, and 3) connecting
the skeleton to the recommenders. SincenS << n, the
computational complexity of searching inside the skele-
ton is much less expensive than the other two opera-
tions, so the computational complexity of S_Searching is
O(kdAS + kdSR):

O(kdAS + kdSR) = O(kmax(dAS ,dSR)), (3)

wheredAS is the trust propagation distance from the active
user to the skeleton,dSR is the trust propagation distance
from the skeleton to the recommender andk is the average
degree of the trust network

The computational complexity of the above five men-
tioned recommender searching mechanisms is summarized
in Table 2. Sincemax(dAS , dSR) < d, the computational
complexity of F_Searching and is much less than that of
S_Searching

 

Active User
Recommender

Skeleton

Fig. 6. An example of S_Searching, in which the Skele-
ton is composed of a number of hubs in the trust network.
The active user is first connected to the Skeleton, and then
S_Searching finds the recommenders from the Skeleton for
the active user

Table 2. Performance comparison between C_Searching
and F_Searching in TARS

Computational
Complexity

F_Searching O(kd)
C_Searching O(d)
C+_Searching O(Nd)
C++_Searching O(Nd)

S_Searching O(kmax(dAS ,dSR))

Table 3. Detailed information of the five Skeletons used in
this work

Outdegree Num of
node

Num of trust
relationships

Skeleton1 >=100 829 49856
Skeleton2 >=200 190 6031
Skeleton3 >=300 74 1357
Skeleton4 >=400 33 314
Skeleton5 >=500 16 78

3.2 Experimental Verification on the Effectiveness of
S_Searching in TARS

Experiments are held on the data shown in Section 2.2.
Based on the outdegree distribution of the trust network in
Epinions+, as shown in Fig. 3, we choose five skeletons
for the experiments held in this section. Their detailed in-
formation is given in Table 3.

The distributions ofdS (the trust propagation distance in
the skeleton),dAS (the trust propagation distance from the
active user to the skeleton) anddSR (the trust propagation
distance from the skeleton to the recommender) are given
in Fig. 7. For the selected five skeletons:

(1) Users inside the skeletons can connect to each other
within 4 hops of trust propagations, in which most users
can connect to others within 3 hops;

(2) Users can connect to the skeleton within 7 hops of
trust propagations, in which most users can connect to the
skeleton within 3 hops;

(3) Skeletons can connect to other users within 7 hops
of trust propagations, and the other four skeletons can con-
nect to other users within 8 hops of trust propagations;
specifically, the skeletons can connect to most users within
3 hops;

(4) The larger the scale of the skeleton is, the shorter
dAS anddSR are. This is because if the skeleton consists
of more nodes, it is easier for a user to build its trust rela-
tionship to some nodes of the skeleton, and it is also easier
for the skeleton to cover more nodes. The average path
lengths ofdS , dAS anddSR are given in Table 4.

Using the selected five skeletons in S_Searching, the
recommender coverage and the rating coverage of TARS
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Table 4. Average path length of the trust propagation dis-
tance

dAS dS dSR

Skeleton1 1.56 2.25 1.54
Skeleton2 1.84 1.84 1.74
Skeleton3 1.99 1.99 1.89
Skeleton4 2.12 2.12 2.00
Skeleton5 2.36 2.36 2.13

(a)

are given in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively. The experimen-
tal results show that:

(1) TARS can achieve better prediction coverage with
largerdAS , especially in case the scale of the skeleton is
getting smaller. And this is more obvious for the rating
coverage. This is because ifdAS is larger, more users can
connect to the skeleton, TARS can therefore predict ratings
for more users. In addition,dAS is more influential to the
rating coverage than the recommender coverage due to its
relationship to the active users. With the decreasing of the
skeleton’s scale, the number of the nodes in the skeleton
is getting less; it is less probable to build up the trust re-
lationships between the active users to some nodes in the
skeleton within limited hops of trust propagations. SodAS

is more influential to the small scaled skeletons.

(2) TARS can achieve better prediction coverage with
largerdSR, however, whendSR is bigger than some value,
the changing of the prediction coverage is getting very
slightly. This is more obvious for the recommender cov-
erage. It is shown that: for the recommender coverage, it
is much better ifdSR is set to be 2 than 1, it is better ifdSR

is set to be 3 than 2, and there is no big difference ifdSR is
set to be bigger than 3; for the rating coverage, it is better
if dSR is set to be 2 than 1, and there is no big difference if
dSR is set to be bigger than 2. This is because ifdSR is set

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. The distribution of (a)dS , (b) dAS , and (c)dSR

to be 3, S_Searching can find most nodes in the trust net-
work, as shown in Fig. 7, which is the basis for achieving
high recommender coverage. In addition, since to enlarge
dSR is able to evolve more recommenders in TARS, the
value ofdSR is more influential to the recommender cov-
erage than the rating coverage.

We further compare the performances of S_Searching
with other recommender searching mechanisms mentioned
in this paper. Comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 8 and Fig.
9, it is shown that: in casedAS is set to be maximum,
i.e., setdAS = 3 in our experiments, anddSR is set
to be a suitable value, i.e., setdSR = 3 in our exper-
iments, the recommender coverage and the rating cov-
erage of S_Searching are almost the same as those of
F_Searching, which are much better than C_Searching,
C+_Searching and C++_Searching; if we setdSR = 2
in our experiments, the rating coverage of S_Searching
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(a)

(b)

is almost the same as that of F_Searching, the recom-
mender coverage of S_Searching is worse than that of
F_Searching, while both coverages are much better than
C_Searching, C+_Searching and C++_Searching. In our
experiments,k ≈ 10, d = 5, if we setdSR = 3, consider-
ing the outdegree distribution of the trust network in Epin-
ions+, as shown in Fig. 3, and the selection of the skele-
tons, as shown in Table 3, S_Searching is computational
less expensive than F_Searching with the similar predic-
tion coverage; if we setdSR = 2, S_Searching is com-
putational much less expensive than F_Searching with the
similar rating coverage and slightly worse recommender
coverage.

To sum up, by setting a reasonable value fordSR (2 or
3 in our experiments) and maximizingdAS , S_Searching
can achieve much better prediction coverage than
C_Searching, C+_Searching and C++_Searching. More-
over, its prediction coverage is almost the same as that of
F_Searching, while the computational complexity is much
less expensive. This means S_Searching can efficiently
find satisfactory number of recommenders for TARS.

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 8. Recommender coverage of TARS by using (a) Skele-
ton1, (b) Skeleton2, (c) Skeleton3, (d) Skeleton4, and (e)
Skeleton5 in S_Searching

4 CONCLUSION

To improve the performance of TARS, it is essential
to find satisfactory number of recommenders for the users
efficiently. Existing works use F_Searching, which fully
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(a)

(b)

searches the trust network. It has high prediction cov-
erage while it is computational very expensive. Though
the trust network is the scale-free network [9], experimen-
tal results show that TARS cannot achieve high prediction
coverage by directly applying C_Searching. This is be-
causeγ of the trust network is usually smaller than the
requirements of C_Searching. We further verify that this
problem cannot be fundamentally solved by increasing the
number of nodes selected by C_Searching at each step
of the trust propagation, i.e., to apply C+_Searching and
C++_Searching. We propose a recommender searching
mechanism on finding recommender efficiently for TARS,
named S_Searching, based on the scale-freeness of the
trust network. Different from other recommender search-
ing mechanisms, S_Searching chooses a number of hubs
to build up a skeleton, and finds the recommenders for the
active users via the skeleton: the active users are connected
to the skeleton, and the skeleton is responsible on finding
the recommenders. Benefiting from the hubs’ dominat-
ing power on connecting to other users, it is much easier
for S_Searching to find the recommenders. Experimental
results show that S_Searching has similar prediction cov-
erage as F_Searching, which is much better than that of
C_Searching, C+_Searching and C++_Searching, while it

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 9. Rating coverage of TARS by using (a) Skeleton1, (b)
Skeleton2, (c) Skeleton3, (d) Skeleton4, and (e) Skeleton5
in S_Searching

is computational much less expensive.

In the future, we plan to focus on more details of the
recommender searching mechanism used in TARS, such
as finding the most reliable recommenders for the active
users, in which a heuristic method is to make full use of the
nodes with the high indegrees. Though the research on the
recommender searching mechanism of TARS is still at the
beginning stage, we do believe that it presents a promising
path for the future research.
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